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Abstract

Wireless Sensor Networks - Cooperation and
Network Coding for Performance Enhancement:
Theories and Experiments 
Yitian Yan

Cooperative communications (CC) and network coding (NC) are two emerging
technologies in telecommunications. Extensive researches have shown that they are
able and effective in the enhancement of energy efficiency, reliability and throughput
of wireless sensor networks (WSNs). 

This project is aimed at realizing these technologies in a real WSN, an IEEE
802.15.4-based WSN testbed. It is conducted from theories to implementation, and
then to tests/experiments, and the work on it is divided and presented in two theses.
This thesis is mainly focused on theories and experiments of WSNs and these two
technologies, and the other one (by Nenghui Cui) on their realization and tests on the
testbed.
 
The testbed realizing CC and NC is built with Zolertia Z1 wireless sensor nodes that
are based on IEEE 802.15.4, and the operating system, Contiki, that is specialized for
WSNs. After the realization of CC and NC, the tests of the technologies on the
testbed have been carried out, and the experiments designed and set up for their
performance evaluations (packet reception ratio, number of transmissions, etc.) have
been made. The test and experimental results have shown that CC and NC work
properly, and they could enhance network performance like packet reception ratio
and throughput. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background  

During the last decades, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been extensively researched 

and found in many industrial and consumer applications, such as air pollution monitoring, 

disaster detection, machine health monitoring; networked control, signal processing, etc. For 

example, WSNs are applied to [1, 2]: 

 Environmental observation. Sensor networks can be used to monitor environmental 

changes. An example could be air pollution monitoring. Sensor nodes could be 

deployed in important and dense population areas to monitor the concentration of 

dangerous gases for citizens. Then, monitored data is relayed to a centralized 

authority to take appropriate measures to limit the spreading of pollution. Other 

examples include forest fire detection, water pollution monitoring and rainfall 

observation in agriculture. 

 Military monitoring. Military uses sensor networks for battlefield surveillance; 

sensors could monitor vehicular traffic, track the position of the enemy or even 

safeguard the equipment of the side deploying sensors. 

 Building monitoring. Sensor networks can also be used in large buildings or 

factories monitoring climate changes. Temperature sensor nodes can be deployed all 

over the building’s area. In addition, sensors could be used to monitor vibration that 

could damage the structure of a building as well. People from SCIS [7] have deployed 

sensors in Torre Aquila, a medieval tower in Trento (Italy) to assess the tower’s 

stability [67].  

 Healthcare. Sensor networks can be used in biomedical applications to improve the 

quality of the provided care. Sensors are implanted in the human body to monitor 

medical problems like cancer and help patients maintain their health. Moreover, 

sensor can also be used to measure human’s heart beats, muscle stress, and pulse to 

help monitor the health condition of disabled people when there is no one around 

them. 

A WSN consists of wireless sensor nodes spatially distributed in different scales, from 

several to tens of thousands of sensor nodes. A typical wireless sensor network is shown in 

Figure 1.1. A sensor node is made up of a low power microcontroller, a tiny antenna with a 

short range wireless communicating capacity. Sensors on the nodes are used to monitor 
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(measure) physical and environmental conditions such humidity, temperature, acceleration, 

light intensity, pressure and vibration. Then, the measurements can be transmitted hop by hop 

through a certain route and arrive at a sink/gateway (or sinks/gateways) in the WSN or end 

users. The sink in Figure 1.1 is usually a node powered by wire or a base station which may 

communicate with the data collection center or end-users via the Internet or any type of 

wireless network (like WiFi, mesh networks, cellular networks, WiMAX, etc.) 

 

Sensor node

Sink

Other networks

e.g. Internet

Wireless Sensor Network

 

Figure 1.1: Wireless sensor network 

1.2 Motivation and Problem Statement 

Performance of a WSN is often affected by many factors such as fading, interference, etc. The 

time-varying properties of wireless channels may lead to performance deterioration, like 

packet loss, packet damage, etc. In such cases, the retransmissions of packets are required. At 

the same time, the communicating module (transceiver) that provides wireless 

communications is the most energy-consuming component [3]. In the WiFi wireless network, 

energy efficiency is not considered because WiFi routers have constant power supply. 

However, wireless sensor networks are battery driven, and sending/receiving data consumes 

more energy than any other sensor node operations, e.g., signal processing. The energy 

consumption when transmitting 1 bit of data on the wireless channel is similar to energy 

required to execute thousands of cycles of CPU instructions [4]. A sensor node will cost much 

more energy for transmitting one data packet than processing data by itself. Furthermore, 

sensor node itself is designed and developed with limited size and power. If retransmission 

needs to be done often due to the unstable channel environment, then sensor nodes will run 

out of energy sooner and it is always difficult and impossible to recharge or to replace battery 

for them. Therefore, the energy efficiency largely affects the network lifetime of wireless 
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sensor networks. 

As energy is a vital issue for WSNs, how to save energy for the sensor nodes and how to 

make them alive as long as possible have become more and more important. To this end, the 

present project is focused on the two promising technologies – cooperative communication 

(CC) and network coding (NC), which have been shown to be able to achieve transmit 

diversity and increase the network throughput [41][62]. By selecting a relay node to help the 

communication between the source and destination, the probability of receiving packets 

correctly would be increased and the number of retransmissions due to packet loss and 

damage ccould be reduced. Moreover, network coding makes the senor node not only 

forwards the packet to the destination, but also process the packet before transmitting, which 

is the coding packet procedure in network coding. A coded packet may contain several 

packets originating from different source nodes. At the receiver side, the desired packets can 

be obtained by decoding the coded packet if there is enough information. In such a way, the 

number of packets for each transmission can be increased so that the total number of 

transmissions could be largely reduced. 

1.3 Challenges 

The two technologies, CC and NC, have been implemented in WiFi wireless network which 

are based on IEEE 802.11 [5][48][62] and most of the practical mechanisms and researches 

are based on IEEE 802.11. A later emerging protocol, IEEE 802.15.4 [6], is targeted at low 

power, low cost wireless networks, like WSNs. Although lots of theoretical researches on CC 

and NC for WSNs have been done, few have been made on the realization and 

implementation of CC and NC in an IEEE 802.15.4-based WSN in reality (e.g., a testbed). It 

should be noted that implementing these two technologies based on IEEE 802.15.4 is very 

different from that based on IEEE 802.11.  

In IEEE 802.15.4, low power duty cycle is a significant property to save energy. Through 

this mechanism, nodes in a WSN can go to the sleep mode when there is no data to 

send/receive and only wake up when it is necessary to send/receive data. In such a way, the 

nodes can save energy and extend their battery life.  

In a wireless network, the sensor nodes need to sleep as much as possible from the power 

consumption consideration. However, overhearing is an important property in network coding 

and cooperative communication. To make sensor nodes be overheard, they often need to be 

turned on. This violates the low power duty cycle principle. Thus, the conflict between the 

duty cycle mechanism and overhearing is a main problem to be solved in order to make CC 

and NC work. It mainly depends on what kind of protocol we use to control the transceiver to 

satisfy both low duty cycle and overhear probability. 

The operating system used for WSNs in the present project is called Contiki, which is 

developed by SICS (Swedish Institute of Computer Science) [7]. Although Contiki is intended 

to be used for different wireless sensor nodes, e.g., it has been used and well tested in T-mote 
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Sky sensor node platforms. It is still not that simple and straight forward to use it to other 

sensor node platforms, for example Z1 sensor node platforms that we use in the present 

project. As a matter of fact, quite a lot of work has been done to make it in the Z1 sensor node 

platform. In order to implement CC and NC, we modified the original Contiki architecture. In 

particular, we add CC and NC sublayers in the Rime stack in Contiki architecture. How to 

make CC and NC work without much changing the original architecture is the major concern 

and a big challenge.  

1.4 Contributions 

The main contributions of the thesis include the following aspects. 

1. Theories of CC and NC for practical realization are investigated; 

2. Assistance is given to the realization and implementation of CC and NC in a IEEE 

802.15.4-based WSN testbed in a cooperation with my project partner [32], in particular, 

a) A CC algorithm is implemented which is added to the Contiki’s RIME layer; 

b) A new NC layer is added to the Contiki architecture for implementing NC 

mechanism; 

3. Experiments for testing CC and NC and evaluating their performance are made. 

1.5 Thesis Structure 

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the fundamentals of 

wireless sensor networks, including wireless sensor nodes – Zolertia Z1, communication 

protocol – IEEE 802.15.4 and operating system used in the WSN – Contiki. Chapter 3 

describes the related research works on CC and NC, and Chapter 4 presents the 

implementation of these two technologies. Chapter 5 presents the experiments and the results. 

Chapter 6 gives the conclusions and makes a few suggestions for the further improvements of 

CC and NC in the future works. 
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Chapter 2 

Fundamentals of wireless sensor networks 

2.1 Introduction 

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have attracted much attention of many researchers in the 

area of wireless communications for the past few years. A WSN can be built in different 

scales, from a few to a large number of sensor nodes. One of the main components in a WSN 

is sensor nodes, each of which is usually made up of a microcontroller, antenna, transceiver, 

memory, power source and one or more sensors. The sensor nodes used in this project are 

Zolertia Z1 [8], whose transceiver is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 [6] protocol. Besides, an 

operating system is an essential part that makes the sensor node work. The operating system 

used here is Contiki [9] that is developed by SICS [7] and is a small, open source operating 

system designed for wireless sensor networks. 

In this chapter, wireless sensor nodes are introduced first. Then, the IEEE 802.15.4 

communication protocol is presented. Finally, Contiki OS is described. 

2.2 Wireless sensor nodes 

A sensor node, also known as a mote, is a node in a wireless sensor network that is capable of 

performing data processing, gathering sensory information, communicating with other 

connected nodes in the network over flexible network architecture [10]. Sensor nodes are 

often deployed in hostile environments or over large geographical areas, and have been 

developed and used in various different fields, from indoor to outdoor.  

Due to the application’s and customer’s requirements, sensor nodes tend to be designed 

to focus on lower energy consumption and easier development process for a given wireless 

communication range and area. Nowadays, sensor nodes are categorized in two different 

kinds [11]. One is ordinary sensor nodes which are used to sense different physical 

phenomena, and the other is the gateway node that connects sensor networks to the external 

world. In this thesis project, sensor nodes are used to communicate with each other within the 

sensor network, so we only focus on the ordinary sensor nodes in the following sections. 

Up to now, there exist a lot of sensor nodes designed and manufactured by different 

companies. A list of available sensor nodes can be found here [11]. In our project, we choose 

Zolertia Z1 sensor nodes. A detailed introduction to the Z1 sensor platform is given in the 

following subsection.  
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2.2.1 Zolertia Z1 

Z1 sensor nodes are produced by a Spanish company, Zolertia, which is located in Barcelona, 

Spain. A Z1 sensor node [8] (shown in Figure 2.1) is a low-power WSN module that is 

designed as a general purpose development platform for WSN developers, researchers, 

enthusiasts and hobbyists. It is designed to maximum backwards compatibility with the 

successful Tmote-like family motes while improving the performance and maximum 

flexibility and expandability with regards to any combination of power-supplies, sensors and 

connectors. It supports the currently most employed open source operating systems by the 

WSN community, like TinyOS 2.x [12] and Contiki [9]. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Wireless sensor node -- Zolertia Z1 

 

The Z1 is a low power wireless module compliant with IEEE 802.15.4 and Zigbee 

protocols. Its core architecture is based upon the MSP430+CC2420 family of 

microcontrollers and radio transceivers by Texas Instruments. However, the microcontroller 

unit (MCU) that Z1 uses is the MSP430F2xxx instead of the MSP430F1xxx, as is customary 

among other motes, like Crossbow's TelosB, Moteiv's Tmote, and alike. The inner changes 

between F2xxx and F1xxx devices lead to the subtle differences between Z1 and other F1xxx 

devices, and these differences in turn result in that some Contiki functions available for 

Tmote sensor nodes are not portable to the Z1 sensor nodes that we are using. As a 

consequence, we have to put quite amount of effort to modify such functions for the Z1. In 

the following subsections, the Z1 sensor node will be introduced and described in the context 

of the present project. 

A Z1 sensor node is equipped with the low power microcontroller, MSP430F2617 made 

by Texas Instruments [13], which features a powerful 16-bit RISC CPU @16MHz clock 

speed, built-in clock factory calibration, 8KB RAM and a 92KB Flash memory. It also 

includes a CC2420 transceiver from Texas Instruments/Chipcon [14], which is IEEE 802.15.4 

compliant and operates at 2.4GHz with an effective data rate of 250Kbps. Z1 hardware 

selection guarantees the maximum efficiency and robustness with low energy cost. 

Microcontroller 

Transceiver 

3-Axis Accelerometer 

+ Temperature Sensor  

Micro-USB 2 x Phidgets sensor ports 

Ceramic embedded antenna  

U.FL connector for external antenna 
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Z1 has two built-in sensors, one accelerometer sensor and one temperature sensor. The 

ADXL345 [15] is a small, thin, low power, 3-axis accelerometer with high resolution (13-bit) 

measurement at up to ±16 g. Digital output data is formatted as 16-bit twos complement and 

is accessible through either a SPI (3- or 4-wire) or I2C digital interface. The TMP102 [16] is 

ideal for extended temperature measurement in a variety of communication, computer, 

consumer, environmental, industrial, and instrumentation applications. The device is specified 

for operation over a temperature range of -40°C to +125°C. The more information and 

documentation about these two sensor can be found in [15][16]. In addition to the built-in 

sensors, Z1 also supports up to four external sensors. There exist a full range of pins available 

for connecting with phidgets (physical widgets) and many kinds of sensors from the 

third-party in an easy way. The list of phidgets that is known to work with Z1 can be found in 

[17]. Z1 mote comes with an integrated ceramic antenna from Yageo/Phycomp connected to 

the CC2420 through the C62 capacitor. Optionally, an external antenna can be connected via a 

u.FL connector.  

The CC2420 [14] is a low-cost, true single-chip 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 compliant RF 

transceiver designed for low-power and low-voltage wireless applications. IEEE 802.15.4 

standard will be presented in details below in Section 2.3. It complies with worldwide 

regulations covered by ETSI EN 300 328 and EN 300 440 class 2 (Europe), FCC CFR47 Part 

15 (US) and ARIB STD-T66 (Japan). CC2420 includes a digital direct sequence spread 

spectrum baseband modem providing a spreading gain of 9 dB and an effective maximal data 

rate of 250 kbps. CC2420 supports programmable output power and is controlled by the 

TXCTRL.PA_LEVEL register. By setting the register, eight power levels from -25dbm to 

0dbm can be acquired. The CC2420 provides extensive hardware support for packet handling, 

data buffering, burst transmissions, data encryption, data authentication, clear channel 

assessment, link quality indication and packet timing information [14]. More basic features of 

CC2420 are given in Table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1: CC2420 Physical parameters 

Parameter Value 

Current Consumption (RX)(mA) 19 .7 

Current Consumption (TX)(mA) 17.4 

Data Buffering 128 bytes (TX) 

Data Rate (Max)(kbps) 250 

Frequency Resolution (MHz) 1 

Frequency (Min)(MHz) 2400 

Frequency (Max)(MHz) 2483.5 

Operating Temperature Range (℃) -40 to 85 

Operating Voltage (Min)(V) 2.1 
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Operating Voltage (Max)(V) 3.6 

Programmable Output Power Rang (dBm) -25 to 0 

RSSI Output Digital 

Voltage Regulator (Input Voltage)(V) 2.1-3.6 

 

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard specifies that a radio’s physical layer must provide an 8-bit 

integer value as an estimate of the received signal power [6], which is known as the received 

signal strength indicator (RSSI) in wireless sensor networks community. RSSI measurements 

are used in numerous WSN protocols, including those for localization [18][19][20][21], link 

quality estimation [22][23], packet ratio modeling [24] and transmission power control 

[25][26][27]. In this project, the RSSI value is used as an estimator and indicator for the link 

quality of the communication channel between any pair of sensor nodes. CC2420 has a 

built-in RSSI giving a digital value that can be read from the 8 bits, signed 2’s complement 

RSSI.RSSI_VAL register. As specified in [14], the RSSI value is always averaged over 8 

symbol periods (128 µs), in accordance with [6]. The RSSI_VALID status bit indicates when 

the RSSI value is valid, meaning that the receiver has been enabled for at least 8 symbol 

periods. The RSSI register value RSSI.RSSI_VAL can be referred to the power P at the RF 

pins by using the following equations:  

                   [ ]P RSSI VAL RSSI OFFSET dBm                  (1) 

where the RSSI_OFFSET is found empirically during system development from the front end 

gain. RSSI_OFFSET is approximately –45. E.g. if reading a value of –30 from the RSSI 

register, the RF input power is approximately –75 dBm.  

CC2420 provides hardware support for address recognition function which may be 

enabled/disabled using the MDMCTRL0.ADR_DECODE control bit. By enabling this 

function, the transceiver can filter the packets which are not broadcast or not for it at the 

physical layer. It saves energy for the sensor because the “invalid” packets are filtered at low 

layer and will not be passed to the upper layers. The radio can be turned off immediately 

when it recognizes the packets are not for it. However, for CC and NC, the address filtering 

function at the physical layer needs to be turned off in order to let the sensor nodes overhear 

transmissions among other sensor nodes and further process the overheard packets in the 

upper layer. In Contiki, the address filtering in the radio is controlled by 

CC2420_CONF_AUTOACK in contiki-conf.h. 

To sum up, the main characteristics of the Z1 are listed in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2: Zoletia z1 parameters 

Microcontroller 2nd generation MSP430™ ultra-low power 16-bit MCU 16MHz 

Radio chip 250 kbps 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 compliant RF transceiver CC2420 

Integrated sensors 

3-Axis, ±2/4/8/16 g digital accelerometer 

Low-power digital temperature sensor with ±0.5ºC accuracy (in –25°C ~ 

85°C range) 

Supported 

protocol 
2.4GHz IEEE 802.15.4, 6LowPAN compliant and ZigBee™ ready 

2.3 IEEE 802.15.4 - Communications protocol 

The IEEE 802.15.4 "Wireless Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY) 

Specifications for Low Rate Wireless Personal Area Networks (LR-WPANs)" [6] is designed 

for low data rate, low power consumption and low cost wireless networking and others device 

level wireless connectivity. It is different from IEEE 802.11 [5] and other wireless standards 

by some unique features. In this chapter, we give a brief description of 802.15.4 firstly. Then, 

we will introduce these unique features.  

2.3.1 A Brief Description 

Low power wireless networks are increasingly becoming an important area of computer 

network. More and more low-power devices need to access to networks and many protocols 

have been put forward for these low power devices, such as Bluetooth [28]. However, 

Bluetooth’s restricted communication model, which is a connection oriented data-link layer 

with synchronized frequency hopping, has limited to its wide use in the mobile, peer-to-peer 

application. Moreover, it doesn’t consider energy-efficiency because it is designed for the 

devices that are either main powered or rechargeable. In contrast, 802.15.4 is much more 

flexible and is more suitable for the low power wireless network. It also serves as the basis for 

the ZigBee standard [29] and is bundled with many wireless sensor platforms (TMote, TelosB, 

MicaZ, and Intel Mote).  

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines the physical layer (PHY) and medium access 

control (MAC) layer. It targets at low data rate connectivity via simple devices which have 

very limited battery consumption requirements, and typically operates in the personal 

operation space (POS) of 10 meters. IEEE 802.15.4 supports various network topologies, e.g., 

a simple star topology with a ventral network coordinator, a peer-to-peer topology (i.e. a tree 

topology) and a combined topology with interconnected stars (clustered stars). Devices in an 

IEEE 802.15.4 network can work as a full-function device (FFD) or a reduced-function 

device (RFD). The FFD can operate in three modes: a personal area network (PAN) 

coordinator, a coordinator, or a device. An RFD is intended for applications that are extremely 

simple, in which they do not need too much data and only associate with a single FFD at a 
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time. An IEEE 802.15.4 device can use either a 64-bit long address or a 16-bit short address 

assigned during the association procedure. Under 802.15.4, wireless links can operate in the 

following three industrial scientific medical (ISM) frequency bands: 16 channels in the 2.4 

GHZ, 10 channels in the 915GHZ and 1 channel in the 868GHZ. The detail information on 

data rate and modulation-related parameters in different frequency bands is given in Table 2.3. 

 

Table 2.3: Frequency bands and data rates 

Frequency band 

(MHz) 
Spreading parameters Data parameters 

 
Chip rate 

(kchip/s) 
Modulation 

Bit rate 

(kb/s) 

Symbol rate 

(ksymbol/s) 
Symbols 

868-868.6 300 BPSK 20 20 Binary 

902-928 600 BPSK 40 40 Binary 

2400-2483.5 2000 O-QPSK 250 62.5 
16-ARY 

Orthogonal 

 

An IEEE 802.15.4 network has two operation modes: beacon-enabled mode and 

non-beacon enabled mode. The network operates in one of these modes. In the non-beacon 

enabled mode, a simple CSMA/CA protocol is used. When a device wants to transmit data, it 

waits for a random back off time. Then, it checks if the medium is idle. If so, it transmits data. 

If not, the device backs off another random time and repeats the procedure again.  

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

GTS GTS

CFPCAP

Beacon

Inactive

  

Figure 2.2: An example of a superframe structure 

 

In the beacon-enabled mode, a special frame format called superframe is used. An 

example of superframe structure is shown in Figure 2.2. A superframe starts with beacons that 

are sent by the coordinator at a predetermined intervals ranging from 15ms to 251s. The time 

between two beacons are divided into an active period and an inactive period. In the inactive 

period, the device enters a low power mode, i.e. the sleep mode, and no radio traffic is 

allowed. Communications only occurs during the active period. The active period is further 

divided into 16 slots of equal size and consists of contention access period (CAP) and 

contention free period (CFP). In the CFP, the time slots are called guaranteed time slots (GTS) 

and can be assigned by the coordinator in order to provide the data with quality of service 
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(QoS). The channel access in the CAP is contention based (CSMA/CA). By changing the 

duration of CAP and CFP, the PAN network can operate under low duty cycle to reduce 

energy consumption. However, the beacon enabled mode is not supported by Contiki when 

doing the project [66]. We only give a brief instruction here for further improvement in the 

future. More details about the beacon enabled mode and how the superframe structure is used 

can be found in [6]. 

The general packet frame structure of IEEE 802.15.4 is shown in Figure 2.3. Either 

64-bit IEEE address or a short 16-bit address can be used in an 802.15.4 wireless sensor 

network and this can be determined by the destination and source addressing mode field. Due 

to the different address length, the size of the packet will be different. In our project, the short 

16-bit address is used.  
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Figure 2.3: General packet frame format 

 

In the following two subsections, the main functions of physical (PHY) layer and media access 

control (MAC) layer will be introduced. 

2.3.2 Physical layer 

The physical layer provides an interface between MAC sublayer and physical radio channel. 

The PHY layer provides two kinds of services: the PHY data service and the PHY 

management service interfacing to the physical layer management entity (PLME) service 

access point (SAP) (known as the PLME-SAP). The PHY data service enables the 

transmission and reception of PHY protocol data units (PPDUs) across the physical radio 

channel. The PHY layer is responsible for various tasks presented below. 
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2.3.2.1 Activation and deactivation of the radio transceiver 

Radio transceiver is defined with three states in the standard that are transmitting, receiving 

and off (sleeping). PHY layer is responsible to turn the radio transceiver into one of the three 

states according to the request from the above MAC layer. The turnaround time from 

transmitting to receiving, or vice versa, should be no more than 12 symbol periods. 

2.3.2.2 Energy detection (ED) within the current channel 

Energy detection (ED) is one of the quite useful features that 802.15.4 can provide. It is an 

estimate of the received signal power within the bandwidth of an IEEE 802.15.4 channel. 

There is no attempt to identify or decode signals on the channel in this procedure. The only 

work is the estimation of the received signal power in the ED time, which shall be equal to 8 

symbol periods. The result from ED can be used by a network layer as part of a channel 

selection algorithm, or for the purpose of clear channel assessment (CCA) (alone or combined 

with carrier sense). In our project, ED is an important function that we use to implement 

cooperative communication. The indicator we use is the RSSI. 

2.3.2.3 Link quality indication (LQI) for received packets 

Link quality indication measurement is performed for each received packet. The PHY layer 

uses receiver ED, a signal-to-noise ratio, or a combination of these to measure the strength 

and/or quality of a link from which a packet is received. However, the use of LQI result by 

the network or application layers is not specified in the standard.  

2.3.2.4 Clear channel assessment (CCA) for carrier sense multiple access with 

collision avoidance (CSMA-CA) 

Before the device can transmit data packet, the PHY layer is required to perform CCA using 

ED, carrier sense, or a combination of these two to check if the current channel is idle or not. 

When using ED, the medium is considered busy if any energy above a predefined energy 

threshold is detected. It is typically implemented by comparing the Received Signal Strength 

Indicator (RSSI) obtained from the radio against a threshold. In carrier sense mode, the 

medium is considered busy if a signal with the modulation and spreading characteristics of 

IEEE 802.15.4 is detected. And in the combined mode, both conditions mentioned previously 

need to be met in order to conclude that the medium is busy. 
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2.3.2.5 Channel frequency selection 

Wireless links under 802.15.4 can operate in 27 different channels, but a specific network can 

choose to support part of the channels. Hence the PHY layer should be able to tune its 

transceiver into a certain channel upon receiving the request from the MAC sublayer. 

2.3.2.6 Data transmission and reception 

This is the essential task of the PHY layer. Modulation and spreading techniques are used in 

this part. The 2.4 GHz PHY employs a 16-ary quasi-orthogonal modulation technique. During 

each symbol period, four information bits are mapped into a 32-chip pseudo-random noise 

(PN) sequence. The PN sequences for successive data symbols are then concatenated and 

modulated onto the carrier using offset quadrature phase shift keying (O-QPSK). The 868/915 

MHz PHY employs direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) with binary phase shift keying 

(BPSK) used for chip modulation and differential encoding used for data symbol encoding. 

Each data symbol is mapped into a 15-chip PN sequence and the concatenated PN sequences 

are then modulated onto the carrier using BPSK with raised cosine pulse shaping. Detail 

information on the symbol rate and spreading chip rate is given in Table 2.3. 

2.3.3 MAC layer 

The MAC sublayer provides an interface between the service specific convergence sublayer 

(SSCS) and the PHY layer. Like the PHY layer, the MAC sublayer also provides two services, 

namely, the MAC data service and the MAC management service. The MAC data service 

enables the transmission and reception of MAC protocol data units (MPDUs) across the PHY 

data service. 

According to the standard, the MAC sublayer is responsible for the following tasks. 

2.3.3.1 Generating network beacons if the device is a coordinator 

A coordinator can determine whether to work in a beacon enabled mode or not. As mentioned 

in the previous section, when the device works in the beacon enabled mode, the superframe 

structure, which is shown in Figure 2.2, will be used in order to let coordinator synchronize 

with the attached devices by sending beacons periodically.  

2.3.3.2 Synchronizing to the beacons 

A device attached to a coordinator operating in a beacon enabled mode can synchronize with 

the coordinator by tracking the beacons. This synchronization is important for data polling, 

energy saving, and detection of orphaning. 
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2.3.3.3 Supporting personal area network (PAN) association and disassociation 

IEEE 802.15.4 protocol supports self-configuration by embedding association and 

disassociation functions in its MAC sublayer. This enables a star network to be setup 

automatically, and allows for the creation of a self-configuring, peer-to-peer network as well. 

Thus, this association and disassociation procedures are implemented in the MAC layer. 

2.3.3.4 Employing the carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance 

(CSMA-CA) mechanism for channel access 

IEEE 802.15.4 uses CSMA-CA mechanism for channel access like other protocols designed 

for wireless networks. However, taking the low data rate and energy limits into account, the 

new standard does not include the request-to-send (RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS) mechanism, 

which is the major function in 802.11. Without RTS-CTS and due to the duty cycle 

mechanism, the implementation of cooperative communication in an IEEE 802.15.4-based 

WSN becomes very challenging. 

2.3.3.5 Handling and maintaining the guaranteed time slot (GTS) mechanism 

When working in a beacon enabled mode, a coordinator can allocate GTSs of the active 

superframe to a device as described in the previous section. How the time slots are allocated 

and managed is done by MAC layer.  

2.3.3.6 Providing a reliable link between two peer MAC entities 

The MAC sublayer employs various mechanisms to enhance the reliability of the link 

between two peers. Some examples are the frame acknowledgment and retransmission, data 

verification by using a 16-bit CRC, as well as CSMA-CA. 

Up to now, the brief introduction of 802.15.4 and main functionalities of each layer have 

been given. Before entering the following section on CC and NC, another important 

mechanism, called low duty cycle (supported by 802.15.4), is worthy to be mentioned. Due to 

the previously-mentioned properties of IEEE 802.15.4, typical applications for IEEE 802.15.4 

devices are designed to run with low duty cycles (under 1%). Low duty cycle mechanism 

makes devices periodically cycle between the awake state and the sleep state. Such a 

mechanism makes the IEEE 802.15.4 devices less likely to cause interference to other 

standard-based devices (IEEE 802.11-based). Moreover, with duty cycling, energy efficiency 

for these low power devices can be improved as well. In the following section presenting the 

Contiki operating system for wireless sensor network, more details on low duty cycle 

mechanism will be given. 
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2.4 Contiki - Operating system for WSNs 

2.4.1 Introduction 

Contiki[9] is an open source, light weight, event-driven, highly portable and multi-threading 

operating system which is developed by SICS (Swedish Institute of Computer Science)[7] for 

use on resource constrained network systems like embedded systems and wireless sensor 

network . The name Contiki comes from Thor Heyerdahl's famous Kon-Tiki raft. Contiki is 

designed for microcontrollers with small amounts of memory. A typical Contiki configuration 

is 2 kilobytes of RAM and 40 kilobytes of ROM. Contiki has been used in a variety of 

projects, such as road tunnel fire monitoring, intrusion detection, wildlife monitoring, and 

in surveillance networks. 

Upon its 2.5 version, Contiki has been ported to a lot of hardware platforms including 

Zolertia Z1. Contiki supports two communication stacks: uIP stack [30] and Rime stack [31], 

as shown in Figure 2.4. uIP embedded IP stack is mainly targeted at IP communication both 

for IPv4 and IPv6 in low power sensor networks while Rime stack could be used for the 

low-power communication between sensor nodes. In our implementation, Contiki was used as 

the sensor programming platform. The Rime stack was employed to provide sensor node 

communication. More details of Rime stack will be described in the following section. More 

information about Contiki operating system can be found in [9]. 

 

Low power 

radio
Ethernet

RimeuIP

Application

Application

Application

 

Figure 2.4: Contiki architecture 

2.4.2 Low layer drivers of Rime communication stack 

Figure 2.5 shows the Contiki rime communication stack [31], which contains broadcast, 

unicast and reliable-unicast primitives. During communication, a point-number format Rime 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kon-Tiki
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:Search/microcontroller
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address (e.g. 19.0) is used as the sensor node identification. For the primitives and details on 

Rime communication stack refer to [31]. 
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Figure 2.5: Low layer drivers of RIME communication stack 

 

Medium Access Control (MAC) and Radio Duty Cycling (RDC) are two important parts 

in the Contiki Rime netstack because they ultimately determine the behavior of sensor nodes 

when congestion occurs in the network and the power consumption of the nodes. As shown in 

Figure 2.5, in Rime stack, MAC layer provides two MAC protocol drivers (Null MAC and 

CSMA) to control the behavior of the nodes when network is congested. The previous 

protocol as its name shows does nothing but only discard the packet when there is another 

node transmitting in the network. While CSMA, which is the default mechanism will make 

sensor nodes back off a random time before transmitting the packet when a radio collision is 

detected. 

The other primary mechanism in energy-constrained WSNs is duty cycling. In this 

approach, each sensor node periodically cycles between the awake state and the sleep state in 

order to achieve energy efficiency. Under such conditions, how to balance between high 

throughput and energy efficiency when nodes are waking and sleeping in the network is a big 

challenge faced by the designers of communication protocol. In Contiki, the duty cycling 

work is done by the radio duty cycle (RDC) layer. RDC drivers keep the radio off as much as 

possible and periodically check the radio medium for radio activity. When activity is detected, 

the radio is kept on to receive the packet. The channel check rate is given in Hz, specifying 

the number of channel checks per second, and the default channel check rate is 8 Hz. Channel 

check rates are given in powers of two and typical settings are 2, 4, 8, and 16 Hz. 
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There are different MAC protocols available and usable for WSNs (Figure 2.5), e.g., 

ContikiMAC, X-MAC, CX-MAC, LPP (Low-Power Probing), and NullRDC [33]. In the 

Contiki case, ContikiMAC [34] is the default mechanism that provides a power efficient 

wake-up mechanism and the nodes can keep their radios turned off for roughly 99% of the 

time. X-MAC [35] is an older mechanism that does not provide the same power-efficiency as 

ContikiMAC but has less stringent timing requirements. CX-MAC (Compatibility X-MAC) is 

an implementation of X-MAC with more relaxed timing than the default X-MAC, and can be 

used on devices that do not support real-timer. Therefore, CX-MAC works on a broader set of 

radios. LPP (Low-Power Probing) is a receiver-initiated RDC protocol, in which a sender 

waits for a probe from the intended receiver before it can send the packet [36]. Just like Null 

MAC, Null RDC is only a "null" RDC implementation that never switches the radio off and 

can be used for testing or for comparison with the other RDC drivers. 

Although ContikiMAC is the default RDC protocol in Contiki, it is not used in our 

project because it relies on precise timing between transmissions and does not support 

overhearing. In addition, ContikMAC uses a fast sleep mechanism which makes the node 

quickly go to sleep if no packet for it is detected. Thus, CX-MAC is chosen as the RDC driver 

in this project. The CX-MAC is based on the X-MAC [35] protocol and their underlying ideas 

are quite similar. A brief introduction to how X-MAC works to control the duty cycle of 

sensor nodes is given here. 
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Figure 2.6: X-MAC short preamble approach 

 

In X-MAC, the sender sends the short strobed preambles to wake up the receiver before 

transmitting the data packet (Figure 2.6). There are small pauses inserted between each 

preamble, during which the sender node could listen to the medium. The receiver can also 

send early acknowledgement packet back to the sender during this interval as long as the 

strobed preamble has been received. When the sender receives an acknowledgment from the 

intended receiver, it stops sending preambles and start transmitting data packets. Compared 
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with the way of transmitting the entire preamble packet, in which the preamble packet needs 

to be sent even though the receiver has woken up, sending short preambles saves more energy 

and time spent unnecessarily on waiting and transmitting. Moreover, X-MAC also provides a 

solution for multiple transmitters sending the entire preamble even though the receiver has 

already waken up. In X-MAC, when a sender node attempts to transmit but detects a 

preamble and is waiting for a clear channel, the node listens to the channel and if an 

acknowledgement frame is received from the desired receiver it wishes to communicate with, 

the sender will backoff a random amount time and then starts sending its data packets without 

preambles. The random backoff will mitigate collisions between multiple transmitters. 

X-MAC is a simple protocol that can decouple the transmitter and receiver sleep 

schedules. It retains the advantages of low power listening, namely low power 

communication by employing a shortened preamble approach. By using such a method, more 

energy can be saved at both transmitter and receiver side. In addition, X-MAC is seen to 

lower per-hop latency and allow for increased throughput [35]. 
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Chapter 3 

Cooperative communications and network 

coding 

Today, more and more wireless devices are evolving into wireless networks and requiring 

high-speed connectivity with fewer errors. Due to this increasing demand, bandwidth has 

become the main constraint on wireless networks. Moreover, interference, signal loss due to 

distance and fading reduce the total throughput of wireless networks severely and the quality 

of communication is affected grievously as well due to such an unreliable wireless 

environment. In order to mitigate this situation, different types of diversity schemes have been 

developed to maintain the quality of communication. Among them, cooperative 

communication (CC) and network coding (NC) are proposed as two promising techniques 

that have triggered extensive studies and researches during last decades. In order to 

implement CC and NC in a wireless sensor network based on IEEE 802.15.4 protocol, it is 

helpful and necessary to study the previous researches and examples on wireless networks. 

This will help us choose proper methods for relay selection in CC and for packet coding and 

transmission mechanism in NC in wireless sensor networks. In this chapter, the theories 

underlying CC and NC are presented firstly by using simple scenarios. In the second section, 

the related works on CC and NC are presented. Finally, the performance metrics that are used 

to evaluate these two techniques are described. 

3.1 Introduction 

Cooperative communication (CC) has been proposed and implemented in order to mitigate 

the shortage of bandwidth and solve the poor communication quality problem mentioned 

above. Compared with multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system [37] which requires 

more than one antenna at the transmitter, cooperation technique is more practical to be 

deployed on the size, cost, and power limited devices, such as wireless sensor nodes, which 

are so small devices as to be impossible to integrate several antennas. CC takes fully 

advantages of the broadcast nature of wireless channels in order to overhear transmissions 

between source and destination nodes. As shown in Figure 3.1, when the source node (SN) 

communicates with the destination node (DN), the relay node (RN) can overhear and capture 

packets delivered between them. Then, the RN just duplicates packets and delivers them to 

DN. In such a way, these intermediate relay nodes make contributions to the communication 

between source and destination nodes and improve communication quality. In a conventional 
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network, a packet received in error at the PHY layer is simply discarded at the link layer 

because this is the only packet the destination received while in a cooperative network, a 

packet received in error is not necessarily discarded; instead, such a packet may be saved by 

the link layer and subsequently combined with other packets received from the relay nodes so 

that the probability of the reception at the destination will be improved [42]. Thus, 

cooperative communication enables single-antenna devices in a multi-user environment to 

share their antennas and generate a virtual MIMO system that achieves transmit diversity, 

especially spatial diversity.  

 

SN DN

RN

 

Figure 3.1: Cooperative communication 

 

Network coding (NC) is a novel and promising technique that improves network 

throughput and performance [38]. It is expected to be a critical technology for future networks. 

The principle underlying NC can be illustrated using the model in Figure 3.2. In a 

conventional network (Figure 3.2.a), if A and C want to exchange data via a path which must 

pass through a relay B, A must send the packet 1x
 

to B, who in turn forwards 1x
 

to the 

corresponding destination. The same thing occurs when C sends packet 2x  to A. We assume 

that the time is slotted and a device can either transmit or receive a packet in a time slot. In 

such a situation, 4 time slots are required to complete data exchanging. While for NC as 

shown in Figure 3.2.b, things will be different. Relay B receives packets from A and C and 

bitwise XORs the two packets to create the new packet 1 2x x . Then, B delivers the XORed 

packets to both nodes using a common broadcast transmission. When the XORed packet is 

received, node A has 1x  and can do XOR again with packet 1 2x x to decode 2x ; node C has 

2x  and can also do XOR again with packet 1 2x x to decode 1x . In such a way, use of NC 
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saves one time slot and thus gives benefits in terms of resource utilization. 
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Figure 3.2: Network Coding 

 

The theories on CC and NC have been introduced in this section. The following section 

is concentrated on the related works on these two approaches and some examples will be 

given as well.  

3.2 Related work 

3.2.1 Cooperative communication (CC) 

The research community has started to explore the implementation of cooperative 

communication (CC) for a long time. Most of the researches on CC are based upon the 802.11 

systems. In this subsection, the related work will be described. 

The concept of CC can be traced back to the three terminal communication channel in 

[39] proposed by Van Der Meulen. Afterwards, the general rely channel was studied by Cover 

and El Gamal and an achievable lower bound for data transmission was established [40]. 

These two researches laid the foundation for the current cooperative communication research. 

CC can be implemented from different network layers. From the physical perspective, there 

are different algorithms that a relay node can choose to forward packets, e.g. the 

amplify-and-forward (AF) and the decode-and-forward (DF) schemes [41][42]. In the AF 

scheme, the RN simply amplifies the signals before forwarding the packets to DN; while in 

DF scheme, RN decode the received signals and then forwards to DN. Once upon receiving 

the duplicated packets, DN can combine and decode them with the packets from SN which 

leads to the increase of communication reliability and robustness against channel variations 
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due to fading and interference. Besides, more researches conducting from the PHY layer’s 

aspect can be found in [43][44][45].  

In addition to the PHY layer, a CC scheme can also be deployed in the MAC layer and 

there exist a lot of related researches that we can refer to. Several MAC layer examples and 

relay selection schemes will be described below. 

Authors of [46] propose a cooperative MAC protocol for dense wireless networks. When 

collision occurs, the users in this new MAC protocol cooperate with each other to choose 

proper backoff windows in order to acquire short-term fairness without compromising the 

throughput performance. Another algorithm called Divert [47] selects a new path in the same 

cell so that when the channel to the current access point degrades to an unacceptable level, 

mobile stations can adaptively switch to an alternate access point in real time. In this case, the 

secondary AP cooperates with the primary AP to maintain the communication quality of the 

overall network. These two algorithms present cooperation from a different perspective but 

the underlying idea is almost the same with the following MAC protocols.  

Liu et al. proposed the first cooperative communication MAC protocol called “CoopMac” 

In [48], which is based on the well-known IEEE 802.11 [5] protocol. The protocol extends the 

distributed coordination function (DCF) to incorporate a relay node during communication. 

The RTS/CTS mechanism is extended by introducing a “Helper-ready To Send” (HTS) 

message. It is the source that decides whether to use a relay according to the cached 

information that indicates if the relay reduces the air time needed to deliver the packet to the 

destination. When sender needs to launch a transmission, it first sends an RTS message. The 

relay can reply with an HTS message. If the HTS message is heard by the destination, then 

the destination replies with a CTS message that reserves time for a two-hop transmission. 

After the source receives both HTS and CTS messages, it starts transmitting the packet to the 

relay which then forwards it to the destination. If only the CTS message is heard, then the 

source sends directly to the destination. The authors of [48] provide two alternative solutions, 

which are called CoopMAC I and CoopMAC II. CoopMAC I adds the above the HTS 

message to help the sender transmit packets, but this frame is not used CoopMAC II. Instead, 

the RTS header is used to advise which node should act as a relay node. 

Most of these solutions used several extra messages in order to establish the cooperative 

process and select the relay node. In the wireless sensor network, where the resources and 

energy are limited, the use of these kinds of extra packets should be reduced in order to 

guarantee the power efficiency.  

In our solution, we only use one signaling message, which is called announcement to let 

neighbors exchange channel information and select the proper relay nodes. The details on the 

algorithm will be described in the following chapter. 

As to the relay selection, which is the most important and complicated issue in CC, how 

to choose a proper neighbor to help relay the packet is a critical problem for implementing 

CC. Cooperative relaying suggests to choose some of the neighbors as relays to enhance the 

channel’s capacity and decrease the number of retransmissions. Some propose to allow 
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simultaneous relaying by all the neighbors using Space Time Coding (STC) [49], while other 

people suggest that only one relay at a time. They argue that one relay technique can 

outperform the other complicated multiple relays techniques [50]. In this case, the potential 

relay must be selected. The selection can be performed by the source [51][48], or by the 

destination [52][53].  

Because Contiki does not support multicast, we choose the one relay node strategy to 

implement relay selection. Moreover, we choose the source node as the decision maker to 

select the proper relay node and use the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) as the 

main parameter indicating the current channel quality between two nodes. The details of the 

algorithm will be described in the following chapter. 

3.2.2 Network coding (NC) 

As described above in Section 3.1, network coding can improve the network throughput by 

coding packets from different sources before transmitting and decoding at the receiver side by 

using the packets they have owned, which is called native packet in network coding. The 

exploration of network coding started with a pioneering paper by Ahlswede et al. [54]. The 

authors showed that having the routers mix information in different messages allows the 

communication to achieve multicast capacity. Then, Li et al. followed the work and showed 

that, for multicast traffic (e.g., the butterfly scenario), linear codes are sufficient to achieve the 

maximum capacity bounds in [55]. Koetter and Médard [56] presented polynomial time 

algorithms for encoding and decoding, and Ho et al. extended the results to random codes 

[57]. Lun et al. studied network coding in the presence of omni-directional antennae and 

showed that the problem of minimizing the communication cost can be formulated as a linear 

program and solved in a distributed manner [58]. All of this work is primarily theoretical and 

assumes multicast traffic. A few papers study specific unicast topologies showing that 

network coding leads to better throughput than pure forwarding for the studied scenario 

[59][60][61].  

Another important network coding protocol is COPE, which is proposed by Sachin Katti 

et al. [62]. Although COPE was developed based on the 802.11 implementation, many ideas 

in COPE are still useful for network coding to be implemented in wireless sensor networks 

which are based on IEEE 802.15.4 protocol. Thus, the primary idea of COPE and its 

mechanism will be introduced shortly here. 

COPE is a coding sublayer inserted between MAC and IP layers, which detects coding 

opportunities and forwards multiple packets in a single transmission. In COPE, each receiver 

node maintains a packet pool of native packets, which is a buffer where a node store all 

packets heard in the past T seconds. There are there main techniques used in COPE: 

 Opportunistic Listening: Nodes operate in promiscuous mode and listen for all 

overheard packet. The packets are then stored in the packet pool for a limited time T. 
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 Opportunistic Coding: Node should aim to maximize the number of native packets 

delivered in each transmission, while ensuring that each intended nexthop has 

enough information to decode its native packet. To transmit n packets,
1, , np p , to n 

nexthops, 
1, , nr r , a node can code the n packets together only if each next-hop 

ir  

has all n-1 packets jp  for j i . Whenever a node has a chance to transmit a packet, 

it chooses the largest n that satisfies this rule to maximize the benefit of coding. 

 Learning Neighbor State: Reception reports are defined in COPE to identify each 

neighbor receiver’s packet pool. Each node announces to its neighbors the packets it 

stores. However, when network congestion occurs, reception reports may get lost or 

arrive too late. In such a situation, the sender may use routing topology information 

such as link delivery probabilities to estimate the neighbor’s information. 

In addition to the above main techniques, COPE defines more implementation 

details which can be treated as a clue to implement network coding in an IEEE 

802.15.4-based network. Firstly, COPE adds a packet header that includes an identifier 

for each native packet in an XORed packet. The identifier consists of the hashed source 

IP address and IP sequence number. The reception reports and neighbor ACK 

mechanisms are included in the header as well. Secondly, COPE is based on broadcast 

transmission, but there is no ACK and retransmission in IEEE 802.11 broadcast and a 

broadcast source cannot detect collisions. Due to the lack of both reliability and backoff, 

COPE uses a pseudo-broadcast method, in which packets are sent in unicast mode 

addressed to one of the intended recipients and all other next hop receivers of the packet 

are listed in the COPE header. Because all nodes work in the promiscuous mode, they 

can overhear packets that are not addressed to them. When a node receives a packet with 

a different MAC address, it checks the COPE header to see if it is the next hop node. If 

so, it decodes the packet further; otherwise, it just stores it in the buffer as an 

opportunistically received packet. Finally, COPE uses the hop-by-hop ACKs and 

retransmission mechanism. When a node sends an encoded packet, it starts a 

retransmission event for each of the native packets in the encoded packet. If any of the 

native packets is not acked within T seconds pre-specified, the packet is inserted at the 

head of the output queue and retransmitted and this retransmitted packet may get 

encoded with other packets according to the COPE scheme. 

Different from COPE [62], the network coding layer we propose is put between the 

MAC and the RIME layer. We also assign a packet buffer to store the overheard packets. 

The detail on the algorithm will be discussed in the following chapter. 

3.3 Performance Metrics 

The performance of a WSN can be evaluated using various metrics. In this section a few 
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metrics relevant to the evaluation of CC and NC performance are presented.  

3.3.1 Packet reception ratio 

Packet reception ratio (PRR) [63] defined here is the number of correctly received data 

packets divided by the total number of received packets. It shows the average percentage of 

packets that are received correctly. A packet is considered incorrect if at least one error bit 

shows up in it. 

                       

correct ReceivedPackets
PRR

totalSentPakcets


                 
(2)  

This metric is used to evaluate both CC and NC because it is an essential requirement to 

guarantee the correct reception of packets. 

3.3.2 Number of transmissions 

Throughput is used to measure the performance of network coding in WSNs based on 802.11, 

which includes the data adaptive mechanism [62]. When using network coding, which can 

reduce the total number of transmissions within the network, the sending rate can be adjusted 

to a higher level. In other words, the throughput of the network is improved because more 

packets can be delivered over a given time interval. However, in IEEE 802.15.4, there is no 

data adaptive, and energy efficiency is a critical issue that needs to be taken into account. We 

evaluate the number of transmissions in the network instead of evaluating throughput. From 

theory, the total number of packets will be reduced, which means more energy can be saved in 

sensor nodes. 

3.3.3 Outage probability  

The outage probability is an important metric in analyzing the performance of wireless 

communication systems. It is a probability of the outage event occurs. An outage event can be 

defined in different ways. From the view of information theory, an outage event is defined as 

the set of channel realizations that cannot support reliable transmission at rate R. [64]. That is 

to say, a channel cannot avoid making error for the high data rate R.  

When the random variations of the channel are a stationary and ergodic process, it is 

possible to consider the traditional notion of capacity as introduced by Claude Shannon [65]. 

It is known as ergodic capacity or Shannon capacity. The capacity of an AWGN channel with 

fast flat fading, when only the receiver has knowledge of the channel state, can be expressed 

as 

                           

2

0

log 1
h P

C E
N

  
   

    

                       (3) 
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where E[·] is the expectation operator (operating on the random channel attenuation), P is the 

power of the transmitted signal (assumed i.i.d. Gaussian, with zero mean so as to achieve 

capacity), 0N is the variance of the background noise, and 
2
h is the envelope of the channel 

attenuation. 

Then, the outage probability can be calculated as the one associated with the outage event, as 

follows 

                       

2

0

1out

h P
P Pr log R

N

  
    

    

                   (4)  

where Pr[·] is the probability operator. R is the predetermined rate. 

Another way of defining the outage probability is by considering the event that the 

instantaneous received signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the destination falls below a 

predetermined threshold. This definition in terms of SNR can be derived from the above 

expression by simple algebraic operations that expose the received signal-to-noise ratio as the 

random variable, i.e., for the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)  and SNR threshold T , 

                         2 1R
out TP Pr Pr                       (5) 
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Chapter 4 

Implementation  

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter is focused on the implementation of cooperative communication (CC) and 

network coding (NC) in an IEEE 802.15.4-based wireless sensor network (WSN). The 

operating system used for the WSN is Contiki.  

The pre-knowledge for the implementation, i.e., fundamentals of WSNs, IEEE 802.15.4 

standard, theories on CC and NC, and the operating system Contiki, has been presented in the 

previous chapters.  

4.2 Cooperative communication 

In order not to affect the low layer duty cycle mechanism in IEEE 802.15.4 and with the 

consideration of the implementation of network coding at the same time, the cooperative 

strategy that we propose is located in the Contiki Rime layer instead of in the MAC layer, as 

shown in Figure 4.1. The proposed CC algorithm can be treated at the same level as the 

unicast in the RIME layer (Figure 4.1). The details on how the algorithm is developed and 

integrated in Contiki can be referred to [32]. The RDC and MAC layer protocol we use is 

CX-MAC and CSMA, which is described in details in Chapter 2. 

 

MAC

RIME

PHY

CCUnicast

 

Figure 4.1: CC algorithm in Contiki 

 

The network model used here for CC is shown in Figure 4.2. It consists of a single 
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source, a destination and several potential relays and we only choose one of them as the relay 

node. This scenario is the basic element for realizing multi-hop in the future and can be used 

to test the relay selection algorithm described below. We present our design based on two 

steps: 

 neighbor table establishment  

 relay selection that enables the source node to define a proper neighbor as a relay 

node 

 

Destination

Potential 

Relays

Source

S to R 

channel

R to D 

channel

Potential Path

Selected Path

 

Figure 4.2: The scenario for cooperative communication 

 

1. Neighbor Table Establishment 

To enable sensor nodes to communicate with each other and exchange information, the 

announcement mechanism available in Contiki is used. The relay selection algorithm we 

use is based on the conditions of two channels, i.e., one from sender to relay and the 

other from relay to destination (Figure 4.2). For the sake of relay selection, each node 

maintains a neighbor table, which is shown in Figure 4.3. The neighbor table records the 

neighbors’ IDs, the RSSI values from the current node and the neighbors, and the RSSI 

value between the neighbor node and the destination node. When selecting a relay in the 

next step, these two values representing the link quality of the two channels respectively 

are used to choose the best proper relay. In this section, how the neighbor table is 

established is presented. 
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Value (dBm)

Neighbor ID

RSSI to 

neighbor
RSSI between neighbor 

and destination

19.0

12.0

15.0

17.0

15.0

19.0

12.0

-45

-49

-70

-53

-NAN

NAN

Potential Path

Selected Path

Destination

Potential Relay

Source

 
Figure 4.3: An example neighbor table maintained by source node 17.0 

 

When the network starts to be established, each node will broadcast an 

announcement packet to inform its neighbors of the information on itself, e.g., the node 

ID, and other nodes that receive the announcement start to scan and update its own 

neighbor table. We take Figure 4.3 as an example: There are four nodes in the example. 

Each of the three nodes, 12.0, 15.0 and 19.0, sends an announcement, respectively. Each 

time when node 17.0 receives an announcement from one of the three nodes, 12.0, 15.0 

and 19.0, it will first check its neighbor table. If the announcement has existed in the 

table, node 17.0 only updates the corresponding values; if node 17.0 receives an 

announcement from a new neighbor which is not present in the table, a new neighbor 

item would be added into the table. When inserting a new neighbor item, node 17.0 will 

add the node ID and the RSSI value of the received announcement packet into the first 

two columns of the neighbor table as shown in Figure 4.3. This RSSI value indicates the 

channel quality between the current node and the neighbor, e.g. 17.0 and 15.0. Then, 

node 17.0 would read the data contained in the received announcement packet (another 

RSSI value) and add the value into the third column of the neighbor table. This RSSI 

value indicates the channel quality between the neighbor node and the destination node, 

e.g. 15.0 and 12.0. However, two special RSSI values, NAN (= 127) and -NAN (= -127), 

(shown in Figure 4.3), are not related to the channel quality. NAN means that the 

neighbor node (e.g., 12.0) is the destination itself; and -NAN means the neighbor node 

(e.g., 19.0) cannot reach the destination. Next time, when a new announcement arrives, 

this -NAN value can be replaced with a meaningful RSSI value related to the channel 

quality if the destination is reachable from the neighbor node. In our implementation, the 

RSSI value is represented in one byte. According to CC2420 datasheet, the RSSI reading 

from CC2420 is very linear and has a dynamic range of about 100dB (from -60 to 40) 

[14]. Thus, we let NAN = 127 and -NAN = -127 in the program, which are not reachable 

and usable in the RSSI value range. In our design, the RSSI value between the current 
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node and the destination node would also be written into the data section of a new 

announcement packet in order to inform other nodes of the channel quality between itself 

and the destination. For example, when node 15.0 receives an announcement from the 

destination node 12.0, it will record the RSSI value of the announcement packet. Next 

time, when node 15.0 broadcasts an announcement, it would write the recorded RSSI 

value into the data section of the new announcement packet. In such a way, when other 

nodes receive 15.0’s announcement packet, they can obtain the data section and get the 

channel information between 15.0 and 12.0.  

The announcement packet in Contiki is sent periodically in order to indicate the link 

quality timely. When a node receives a new announcement, the corresponding item in the 

table will be updated. If no more announcement comes out from a sensor node for a 

certain time (200s in our experiments), the sensor node can be regarded as being lost. 

The RSSI values related to the sensor node in the neighbor table will be deleted in case 

the sender side chooses this node as relay again. If the node’s announcement presents 

again, this means that the node recovers or comes back.  

2. Relay Selection 

Relay selection in the proposed algorithm is based on channel conditions, in particular, 

the RSSI values of two channels, i.e., from source to relay, and from relay to destination. 

When the neighbor table is established, the source node compares the RSSI values in the 

table and chooses the node with the largest RSSI value as the relay.  

We define R  as the set of the potential relays and iR  as the ith node in R. The 

link qualities of source- iR and iR -destination channels are expressed by 
iS RRSSI   and

-iR DRSSI , respectively. The strategy we choose is the best worst method. This means we 

first find the smallest RSSI value for each neighbor by comparing 
iS RRSSI   and

-iR DRSSI . It could be either one of them depending on different channel conditions. Then, 

among all these smallest values, we choose the largest one. Finally, the relay chosen from 

R has both best source- iR  and iR -destination channels. The relay selection strategy we 

use can be described by the following relation: 

                   
i ii

S R R -DR R
Best Relay Max Min RSSI ,RSSI

              (6) 

When the source node has decided the relay node, it would copy the relay node’s 

address into the MAC header’s destination address field and store the final destination 

address in the E-sender field in the RIME header before sending the packet to the relay 

node. For example, in Figure 4.3, node 15.0 is chosen as the relay node. Then, its ID 

would be copied into the destination address field of MAC header and the destination 

node ID 12.0 would be stored in the E-sender filed of RIME header. More information 
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about RIME header can be found in [32]. In our design, the direct transmission (directly 

transmitting between source and destination) is allowed when the channel condition is 

better than the other channels via the relay node or there is no relay in the table. 

When the relay node receives a packet and passes it to the Rime layer, it will check 

the E-Sender address field. If it is not the final destination, it would forward the packet to 

the next node, which could be the destination or another relay node. In such a way, the 

multi-hop cooperative communication can be realized. In the above example, when node 

15.0 receives the packets, it evaluates the E-Sender field. Because the ID stored here is 

12.0, it forwards the packet to the destination node or another proper relay node. 

Figure 4.4 shows a simplified flow graph of transmission and reception process for 

cooperative communication. 
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Figure 4.4: Simple flow chart of transmission and reception process in CC 

 

3. Low layers configuration 

In a wireless sensor network, sensor nodes tend to stay in sleep mode as much as 

possible to lower the overall energy consumption. However, for our solution of 

cooperative communication, the sleep phase would be a problem. CX-MAC was chosen 

as a RDC driver to deal with this problem, and the procedure of how to wake up a sensor 

node has been described in 2.4.2.  

Overhearing is an essential part for the realization of cooperative communication 

and network coding. To make overhearing possible, the address recognition function of 

CC2420 transceiver needs to be turned off. This will cost more energy than when the 

function is enabled. However, the low power duty cycle protocol described in Chapter 2 

is implemented, so this is acceptable to turn off the physical address filter function. As 

described in Chapter 2, the CC2420_CONF_AUTOACK in contiki-conf.h file needs to 
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be set with 0 to disable the address filtering function and enable the sensor nodes to 

overhear packets. 

4.3 Network coding 

The network coding proposed here is combined with cooperative communication, and a layer 

named NC layer is added between the MAC layer and the RIME layer as shown in Figure 4.5. 

 

NC

MAC

RIME

PHY

 

Figure 4.5: Contiki Rime architecture with a NC layer 

 

In COPE [62], a packet pool is used to store the received packets to help the encoding 

and decoding procedures. Because our network coding mechanism utilizes CC, we allocate 

two packet buffers in our implementation to store the received or overheard packets and the 

packets that need to be forwarded, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.6, each node maintains 

two packet buffers, called decode buffer and encode buffer, respectively [32]. The decode 

buffer is used to store all received or overheard packets. Thus, it can also be treated as a 

buffer that stores all incoming packets. The encode buffer is used to store all the packets that 

are not for the current node but need to be forwarded to the next-hop node. That is to say, it 

stores all packets that are outbound.  

When the relay node receives or overhears a packet, it first puts the packet in the decode 

buffer according to the FIFO principle. If a coded packet that contains this packet arrives, it 

could be used to decode the coded packet to get a new packet. After stored in the decode 

buffer, the packet would be sent up to the RIME layer, where the CC mechanism locates. The 

CC mechanism would check if the packet is for the current node itself. If so, the packet would 

be processed further; otherwise, the packet would be sent back to the NC layer again. At the 

NC layer, the packets that need to be forwarded would be stored in the encode buffer for a T 

time. When the node needs to send a packet, it would scan the encode buffer first to see if 

there is another proper packet that could be encoded. If so, the packets would be bitwise 

XORed first and added with the NC header before being passed down to the MAC layer. If 

there is no proper packet in the buffer that could be coded together, after the timer expires, the 
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packets would be transmitted to the destination one by one. 

At the receiver side, when the destination received a coded packet, it would scan its own 

decode buffer to look for proper packets that could be used to decode the coded packets. 

Figure 4.7 shows a simple flow graph of coding and decoding procedure in network coding. 
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Figure 4.6: Example of replay buffers in NC 
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Figure 4.7: Flow chart of encode and decode process in NC 
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To make it work, we made a few design assumptions and decisions.  

 We assume that each neighbor to whom a packet is sent has a high probability of 

decoding its native packet. That is to say, we make each sensor node guess that the 

packets are encoded can be decoded in the next hop node.  

 The NC layer would never code the packets from the same sender in order to avoid such 

a situation that the destination cannot decode the packet due to the packet delay or packet 

loss. 

 Opportunistic listening: Nodes listen for all overheard packets. The packets are then 

stored in the packet pool according to the FIFO principle. 

 Opportunistic coding: Node should aim to maximize the number of native packets 

delivered in each transmission, while ensuring that each intended next-hop has enough 

information to decode its native packet. In our design, the maximum number is set to be 

2 and the packets from the same sender are not allowed be encoded together [32]. Coding 

is done opportunistically. In other words, if two packets from different nodes are arriving 

within the same time interval, they might be coded into one packet depending on what 

the buffer contains and the selection algorithm [32]. If there is no opportunity to code the 

packet, it will be transmitted directly after the timer expires. 

4.4 Challenges 

Implementing the above CC and NC algorithm in a real IEEE 802.15.4-based WSN 

testbed is much more challenging than studying CC and NC in theory.  

Up to now not so many related researches have been made on implementing CC and NC 

in the networks that are based on IEEE 802.15.4 and Contiki. The available resource on this is 

very limited. Sometimes the problems we met were not present before. Thus, it often took a 

lot of time to locate the problems, figure out the causes and work out the solutions. For 

example to implement the cooperative communication, we need to exchange information 

among sensor nodes in order to perform relay selection. To this purpose, we use an extra 

message packet called announcement to let sensor nodes gather RSSI information of the 

communication channels. With this information, the sender node could choose a proper relay 

node. However, this also means more packets would be transmitted within the network and 

collisions may occur more easily. Moreover, in the 802.15.4 network with duty cycling, 

sensor nodes need to wake up more often and more energy would be cost. If we know the 

duty cycle schedule of sensor nodes, such situations might be mitigated. The beacon-enabled 

mode defined in IEEE 802.15.4 [6] could be used to manage sensor nodes’ duty cycling 

schedule and allocate time slots for them to transmit data packets, but it is not supported by 

Contiki at present [66]. To implement this scheme is not such an easy thing and it could be 

regarded as a future work. 

Moreover, overhearing is a critical issue for the realization of NC, which, however, 

conflicts with the low duty cycling in IEEE 802.15.4. Therefore, supporting both low duty 
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cycling and overhearing is a tricky issue that has to be dealt with. In order for the sensors to 

save as much energy as possible (using low duty cycling) and at the same time to be able 

overhear transmissions from other sensor nodes, a proper MAC layer protocol needs to be 

selected. In our implementation, CX-MAC is used because it can support overhearing and 

provide low duty cycling at the same time. 

One more challenge that we face is the limited memory size and processor’s capacity of 

sensor nodes. This sometimes leads to insufficient storage of some essential information. For 

example, for NC two buffers are allocated to store incoming packets to be coded, and the 

more packets the node can store, the higher probability the sensor can decode the packets. 

However, the size of two buffers must be limited due to the memory constraint so that they 

cannot be large enough to store incoming packets. In addition, the algorithm of CC and NC 

cannot be too complicated in order not to occupy to much memory resources. 
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Chapter 5 

Experiments and results 

The Zolertia Z1 sensor nodes are used to set up a real wireless sensor network to test our 

cooperative communication and network coding algorithms described in Chapter 4. In this 

chapter, we first introduce the experimental setup for the implementation of CC and NC, and 

then present the testing procedure and results. 

5.1 Experimental set-ups 

The system model and scenario we use to evaluate cooperative communication and network 

coding are shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.6. But the number of senders and relays are different in 

different evaluation cases.  

The experiments are conducted indoor in the corridor in the Division of Signals and 

Systems in Ångström Laboratory, and outdoor in the parking lots outside Ångström 

Laboratory, respectively. The PSDU length shown in Figure 2.3 is 20 bytes for sensitivity 

measurements as specified by [6]. However, for network coding, the packet size is 25 bytes 

because of the extra header information of the NC layer [32]. CC2420 has seven different 

transmitting power levels that are given in Table 5.1 as specified in [14]. By using different 

transmission power, we can have different SNR values for performance evaluation. For each 

power level the sender nodes send 1000 packets and the transmission interval is 0.5s. This 

small-scale testbed is just for the purpose of showing the benefits gained by using cooperative 

communication and network coding. 

 

Table 5.1: Experiment settings 

Parameter Value 

Number of nodes (fewer in different scenario) 

Transmission distance (m) 

Transmit power level (dbm) 

Number of packets sent per sender per each power level 

 

Packet size (bytes) 

4 

10 

0, –1, –3, –5, –7, –10, –15 

1000 for CC 

500 for NC 

20 for CC 

25 for NC 

 

To evaluate the performance of cooperative communication, we choose the following 

different scenarios in the experiment:  
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1. no relay is used,  

2. relay is selected by algorithm, and  

3. relay is fixed and forced to forward packets 

For network coding, we use the scenario consisting of two senders, one relay node and 

one destination node. The relay is also fixed and forced to forward packets. This is intended to 

compare with cooperative communication with the same scenario settings.  

5.2 Experimental results 

5.2.1 Cooperative communication 

Experiments on packet reception ratio against transmitting power are made by using 

cooperative and unicast transmissions in the corridor and outdoor cases, respectively. The 

results are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.  

The results in the figures show that unicast performs best in terms of packet reception 

ratio against transmitting power, while cooperative communication does not perform so well 

as expected. The reason for this could be such that the unicast works in the simplest manner; 

in particular, it does not send any announcement packets, while for CC the sensor nodes send 

announcement packets to let sensors exchange information with each other. In such a case, 

collisions may occur more often in the CC case than that in the unicast case, which, thus, 

results in a lower packet reception ratio. In the present situation, the unicast performance can 

be treated as an ideal result that CC is expected to reach. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: PRR of cooperative communication and unicast in corridor. The red curve is the 

PRR for unicast; the purple curve is for CC without relay; the blue curve is for CC with relay 

selection; the green curve is for CC with forced relay 
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Figure 5.2: PRR of cooperative communication and unicast in outdoors. The red curve is the 

PRR for unicast; the purple curve is for CC without relay; the blue curve is for CC with relay 

selection; the green curve is for CC with forced relay 

 

When evaluating CC algorithm, we use three different CC scenarios as described in 

section 5.1. From the experimental results, packet loss occurs severely when the relay is fixed 

and forced to forward the packets in both environment, especially in the low transmitting 

power. The reason for this could be that there is only one option (the fixed relay node) the 

packet can be sent to and as long as the channel condition from source to relay is bad, the 

relay node may lose its function and the packets cannot be received by the destination. This 

situation is mitigated when we make the sender to choose relays in the network. From the 

above two figures, the PRR of CC with relay selection is better than that of CC with forced 

relay. With relay selection, more options are there for the sender to transmit the packets, either 

from a proper relay node or send directly as long as the channel condition is good enough. In 

order to simulate the ideal unicast scenario, we also experiment CC without relay to help 

transmit packets to the destination. From Figure 5.2, we can see that the PRR of CC without 

relay is quite similar with that of unicast in outdoors, but these two curves differ a lot in the 

corridor (Figure 5.1). This may result from that the outdoors environment is relatively cleaner 

and more interferences are there in the inside environment which could affect the packet 

transmissions among sensor nodes. 

 Moreover, due to the experiments being made in different environments, the PRRs 

measured at the lowest power differ significantly. The reason may be that when 

experimenting in the corridor, the corridor may work as a waveguide so as to enhance the 

propagation of electromagnetic waves to the receiver side. 
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5.2.2 Network coding 

In our implementation as illustrated in Chapter 4, network coding is implemented in 

combination with cooperative communication. Thus, when evaluating the performance of 

network coding, the NC results are also compared with CC results in the same scenario. The 

scenario consists of two senders, one destination node and one relay node which is fixed and 

forced to forward packets, as shown in Figure 4.6. The NC test is also conducted in the 

corridor and outdoors, respectively.  

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the experimental results obtained indoors in the corridor. After 

adding NC algorithm, the PRR remains almost the same compared with pure CC algorithm. 

However, from Figure 5.4 showing the total number of transmissions of the relay, we can see 

that the number of transmissions of the relay node is largely reduced in most of the scenarios. 

For example, when the transmit power is higher than -10dBm (i.e., for the cases of - 7, -5, - 3, 

-1, and o dBm), the number of transmissions could be reduced by 50%, i.e., fewer packets are 

sent within the network. This demonstrates that network coding is beneficial from the energy 

efficiency point of view.  

 

Figure 5.3: PRR of CC (blue curve) with two senders and NC (red curve) in corridor 
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Figure 5.4: Number of packet transmissions of relay node with CC (blue bars) and NC (red 

bars) in corridor 

 

 

Figure 5.5: PRR of CC with two senders (blue curve) and NC (red curve) outdoors 

 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the experimental results obtained outdoors. The results are not 

so good as those obtained in the corridor, while the number of transmissions is still reduced. 

From Figure 5.5 it can be seen that the packet reception ratio for NC is not so good. This 

means that NC does not perform so well. For example, at -7dBm, the number of transmissions 

is around 900, which is significantly worse than in the indoor case; and the PRR is less than 

50%, which is much worse than in the indoor case. The reason for this is not clear yet. Thus, 

more experiments in different environments need to be done in the future to further 

investigate the reason. 
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Figure 5.6: Number of packet transmissions of relay node with CC (blue bars) and NC (red bars) 

outdoors 

 

From the analysis of the experimental results, we may conclude that CC and NC can 

work properly when sensor nodes use sufficient transmit power (> -10dBm). CC with relay 

selection works better than that without relay and with forced relay, but it is not as good as 

unicast. By using NC, the number of transmissions is shown to be reduced, which means the 

throughput of the network has been improved.  
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusions 

The present thesis project aimed at realizing CC and NC in an IEEE 802.15.4-based WSN 

testbed has been carried out in cooperation with another partner [32]. It has been concerned 

with the theories of CC and NC, implementation of CC and NC in a WSN testbed, and 

tests/experiments on the testbed and the performance evaluation of CC and NC.  

A wireless sensor network (WSN) testbed with cooperative communication (CC) and 

network coding (NC) has been built up. The WSN testbed is based on Zolertia Z1 wireless 

sensor nodes (which are IEEE 802.15.4 compliant) and Contiki operating system.  

The test results have shown that the CC and NC work properly when sensor nodes use 

sufficiently high transmission power (> - 10dBm). The performance of CC and NC has been 

evaluated (in comparison with the cases of non-CC and non-NC) using different experiments 

under various conditions and environments:  

 CC is compared with unicast. Moreover, CC is evaluated under three different 

conditions: without relay, with relay selection and with forced relay. 

 NC is evaluated with the model which includes two senders, one destination and one 

forced relay. It is compared with CC by using the same model. 

 CC and NC are both evaluated in the corridor and outdoors respectively. 

The results show that CC with relay selection works better than that without relay and 

with forced relay, but it is not as good as unicast. By using NC, the number of transmissions 

has been reduced, which means the throughput of the network has been improved. 

In particular, this thesis has been focused on the theories of CC and NC from the aspect 

of practical implementation and realization of an IEEE 802.15.4-based WSN, and the 

experiments for performance evaluation of CC and NC.     

6.2 Future Work 

Although the main functions of CC and NC have been realized in this thesis and the 

evaluation shows that CC and NC yields performance improvement for WSNs in some 

scenarios, it is still far away for them to be used in other (different) scenarios and 

environments. Many problems need to be further researched and solved before being used in 

practical applications. The following are a few suggestions for the future work   
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 There are many factors affecting the performance of CC and NC in wireless 

environments, such as interference, fading, multi-path and reflection, etc. To understand 

the effects of these factors on the CC and NC performance, more experiments need to be 

done, e.g., doing experiments in a clean, reflection-free environment to exclude all these 

factors and further analyze the performance of CC and NC under such a condition.  

 When implementing CC and NC, we used a simple network topology that has a max two 

hops scenario. In order to support a multi hop scenario, the algorithms, e.g., the relay 

selection algorithm in CC and ACK mechanism in NC, need to be further improved. 

 In our implementation, we used announcements to make sensors exchange information 

with each other and the announcement packets are broadcast periodically. If the 

beacon-enabled mode defined in IEEE 802.15.4 could be implemented in Contiki, the 

network coordinator can then control the wake up time of the attached devices. The 

number of announcement messages could be reduced. From the energy efficiency point 

of view, more energy could be saved for sensor nodes. This would be quite useful when 

implementing CC. 

 We have shown that network coding could increase the network throughput by decreases 

the number of transmissions. However, it depends on how to choose the proper packets 

to encode, especially in a complicated network scenario. To choose proper packets to 

encode, how to obtain the information that the next hop node has is a critical issue that 

need to be dealt with. The performance of NC can be improved further if the probability 

of coding is increased and the probability of decoding error is decreased. This is an open 

question and more work need to be done.  
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